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Rhiannon Vogl, Curatorial Assistant of Contemporary Art at the 
National Gallery of Canada speaks about Melanie Authier: 
 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3qjsxUsN2I)  
 
Melanie is quite interested in the construction of nature, nature as a social 
construct, and about combining architectonic form with natural forms to speak 
to this idea about sublime in contemporary life. Whereas, more traditional 
ideas of the sublime would be about loosing ourselves in the landscape and in 
nature she’s more interested in the idea that nature is something we construct 
for ourselves. And, how she can represent landscape, and the idea of 
landscape, in a new way. 
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I think that the first thing that drew me to Melanie’s work is definitely her use 
of colour. She mixes these beautiful soft pastels with these incredible acidic 
and caustic colours. And, the way that her paintings become a riot of colour in 
front of us that have a movement and a depth that is at once flat…the canvas 
is at once flat and moving towards us or jutting away from us and her 
combination of these different linear forms with these natural swooping forms 
was something that I became really interested in. 
 
Melanie Authier, whose painting Augury features in Builders: Canadian 
Biennial 2012 at the National Gallery of Canada, discusses her work:  
 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvZMxc4MvIo) 
 
With this particular studio, it is a basement studio, we do have full windows as 
if we were a classroom in any other room in the building. 
 
Painters often say that they prefer to have daylight, and I’m sort of the 
opposite. I find that I can actually control my light better if it’s completely 
dark. And then I’m lighting everything artificially depending on what wall we 
are working on, which painting we’re working on, things like that. 
 
I often play with certain aspects of light as if it is almost emanating from 
within the work. And, then other times, there might be other moments where 
the lighting is seemingly emanating from within but also there is the 
interruption of another light source. So, I do play with light and shadows as a 
way to further exemplify certain spatial illusions that I’m trying to create in the 
work.  
 
In the Builder’s exhibition at the national gallery, my work that is being 
featured is Augury, it’s a 5x6 foot painting that started out predominating with 
burnt, reddish tones of colour. By retaining a certain amount of that colour 
that light is able to spill out in the work. So the work is titled Augury because it 
is sort of about this spilling out movement.  Augury refers to the idea of 
divination though entrails of small animals. So it is dealing with this idea of 
allowing myself a bit of metaphorical play on what is factual and what is 
actual…that physicality of something that is somewhat fleshy spilling outward. 
And it seemed to play nicely with some of the movements that were happening 
in the work. 
 
I enjoy playing within the histories of abstraction while utilizing strategies of 
representation. For example, whenever I am starting a painting I am 
embarking with the idea of a type of space in mind and often a type of space 
one would encounter in for example a landscape. Perhaps it’s the type of space 
that one would discover when entering a cave, or the spatial relationship that 
we have to a tidal pool. 
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I like playing with this idea because I think what ends up happening is that 
there’ll be moments in the painting when you’ll feel almost like you recognize 
something that might look like the ripple of a wave or the edge of a leaf with 
just the way that the mark is made. But then it completely withholds from that 
reading because of everything else that is happening around it. And because it 
always comes back to being embedded in that realm of abstraction and I think 
that this allows, based on feedback that I’ve received, that this seems to allow 
moments almost like little mini-anchors for the viewer where they are drawn in 
they feel like they feel like they can recognize and relate to something but then 
the rug is pulled out from beneath them, so they move on to another anchor 
moment. Ultimately I think it helps with the navigating, with leading the 
viewer through the work. 
 
What is really important to me is what the viewers are seeing, what’s actually 
going on in the work, what’s happening in front of them. I have a complete 
understanding of the fact that they are going to bring their own biases based 
on their own life experience in relation to how they will navigate through the 
painting. One person might start initially focusing on the bottom left corner, 
someone else might find themselves drawn to the top right and then both 
viewers will unpack the painting completely differently, from each other, and 
from the next person who might view it. And I actually really enjoy those 
opportunities and I think that’s quite particular to abstraction, actually. That is 
a nice opportunity that abstraction can afford. 
 
National Gallery of Canada Artist Interview with Melanie Authier:  
 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lLtzD5kLoo) 
 
The piece that was purchased by the national Gallery is titled Augury. It’s a 
5x6 foot painting. It is acrylic on canvas. And with all my works the attempt 
and goal is to combine various visual contradictions into one imaginary space. 
I’m doing that through my use of line, form, texture, colour, and bringing them 
together in a way that perhaps they compete a little bit within the canvas. I’m 
interested in creating these visual contrasts through a negotiation of 
opposition. I’m interested in say chaos vs. control, the artificial vs. the 
natural…whether that is through colour, so synthetic vs. more natural colour, 
or moments where the paintings feel as though there are clusters of more 
organic elements vs. more geometric aspects. In doing so, I’m really 
interested in ultimately creating a sense of disorientation, in a playful way that 
hopefully expands upon this idea of creating an unfathomable space. 
 
In Augury, as in my painting practice, I’m referencing the histories of 
abstraction but I’m utilizing strategies of representation. So within my painting 
there are elements of traditional Landscape painting: foreground, middle 
ground, background, atmospheric space, texture, variety of texture, scale of 
the formal elements. These things I’m playing around with but I’m translating 
them through an abstract language. I think that allows for some really  
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dynamic opportunities to take place. I also want to create a little bit of 
confusion through those things where perhaps the background is shooting 
forward towards the surface of the painting, or depending on how I’m dealing 
with a shape they could perhaps carry simultaneously flatness and depth. 
That’s another opposition that I’m really interested in. This idea of deep space 
vs. flatness and having them coexist within a work as well. The other thing 
that I think about a lot is points of entry. Ways that the viewer will potentially 
decide to enter and navigate the piece. What’s been really enjoyable for me is 
getting feedback from people who have collected my work, and live with it, and 
on any given day might start to unravel the work or navigate, journey through 
the painting from a different point of entry. So depending on their mood, 
depending on how long they have with the work they might start with the 
bottom left hand corner one day, then the next day they might decide to enter 
in and have the visual experience starting from the top right hand corner. 
 
So I enjoy that there are those moments. I think of them a bit as anchors. 
There is that aspect where one might feel as though a certain mark or a 
certain gesture is reminiscent of the edge of a wave, or a ripple in water, or 
something very reminiscent of the veins of a leaf. But the thing with 
abstraction is that all the other elements that are happening around these 
moments always get re-contextualized into abstraction. So the paintings are 
always abstract first and foremost, and they always withhold from that 
potential representational reading. And I think that’s playful as well. And I 
think (based on the feedback that I’ve gotten) that the viewers enjoy these 
moments. 
 
When I start a work, I start painting with a colour that I haven’t used 
predominantly before, or perhaps a colour that isn’t really speaking to me on 
that given day. By doing that, it sets up a certain antagonistic relationship 
between the piece and myself. I approach abstract painting in a way that one 
can consider quite traditional, in the sense that I am always responding to the 
previous mark. So it’s this sort of a “question and answer” conversation with 
myself, going back and forth with what’s happening on the canvas. And from 
there, because I can’t respond to these colours the way that I’ve responded to 
other colours in the past, it forces me to engage with a level of inventiveness 
that ultimately I believe helps with the overall dynamism and energy that gets 
captured in the final piece. So with Augury I started out with this awkward 
peachy tone that still glows through from the background but which also has 
been predominantly eliminated in other zones of the work. And then there 
were some interesting foils that took place, colours that played foil to that 
peach colour. Perhaps one might want to focus on the little mauve moment at 
the bottom, or there is this kind of lavender octagon but it is greyed, creating 
a grey-lavender. That almost could play as a potential anchor before you get 
swept up in these rusty, more gestural, deepened red tones that sort of flow 
throughout the left corner of the work. Another element that was really 
important to creating and developing the composition of this piece was that I 
was playing with some greyish green in the top of the piece. And, using tape I 
created this sort of inverted v form that also anchored one throughout these  
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swirls that were more atmospheric - these gestural moments created this 
atmospheric perspective in the piece. So, those moments of angularity vs. 
gesture allow for some visual tensions that I enjoy playing with as well. 
 


